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MID – TERM 2 (2013)  EXAMS

MATHS   FOR   P.3

NAME:_______________________________________ STREAM:______

SECTION  A.

1.  Add:  24  +  12

2.  Write  532  in words.

3.  Name the shaded set.

4.  Expand  4 7 9

5.  Alice has 43 apples and Ladu has 56

     apples.  How many apples do they 

     have altogether?

6.  Find the missing number.

                +    3    =   10

7.  Multiply:   1    2     3

                      X          3
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                  __________

8.  Share 24 pencils equally between

      2 girls.  How many pencils will each

      girl get?

9.  How many rectangles do you see?

……………………………………………..

10.  Subtract:  6  -   3  =

                       10    10

11.  Name the last day of the week?

12.  Write 15 in Roman numerals.

       __________________

13.  Given Set Z.  

   How many members are in Set Z?

……………………………………………….

14.  Find the next number in the 

       sequence:

  110,    120,    130,    140,   150,  _____

15.  How many centimeters are in one

       metre? 

         1

      4      9
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16. Tell the time.

                                  ______________

                                  ______________

17.    What is the place value of 0 in the 

         7042?

18.  Subtract:   4   6   3 litres

                        2    3   3 litres

                    __________

19.  How many legs do 3 stools have?

20.  Circle the smaller number;

96 and 69

SECTION   B.

21.  Given Set A = {2,  3,  4,  5,  6}

                  Set B = {6,  7,  9,  3}

(a) Fill in the information in the venn

           diagram.

              A                                     B

(b) How many members are in 

the venn diagram.

22.  Work out:

       (a)    3  +  1   =

               8       8

  (b)    5  -  1  =

6 6
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        (c)  Write in full.

               1  = ………………………

               2

23.  (a)  What is the place value of 5 in 

              the number 352?

       (b)  What number is expanded to get

              700 + 70 + 7?

       (c) Show 6 0 2 on the abacus below.

            H           T          0

                                             =  ________

24.  Work out the following:

       (a)    M            CM

                9            5   0

          +    1            3   2

        ________________

      (b)   1       4       0

              X               2

        _____________

25.  Name these shapes.

                             ……………………….

                            ………………………..

  (b)   Draw these shapes.

         (i)  Cylinder
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         (ii) Oval

26.  Freeman is 9 years old.  Pretty is 

       8 years old.

      (a)  Who is younger?

      (b)  Find their total age.

      (c)  Subtract pretty’s age from 

            Freeman’s age.

27.  Use  <,   >   or  =  to complete

       correctly.

    

       (a)  71   ________   17

       (b)  7 days  ______ 1 week.

       (c)  3 + 2   ______   3  x 2

       (d)  X    _______  XX

28.  The table below shows the marks 

       got by Anena in Mid-term exams.

English SST Maths Science

70 82 77 93

(a) How many subjects did Anena do?

(b)  In which subject did Anena get the 

      highest  mark?

(c)  How many marks did Anena get in

      Mathematics?
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29.  Name the set symbols below.

     

       (a)   U   ………………………………

       (b)          ……………………………..

       (c)                 …………………………

30.  Name the last month of the year.

       …………………………………………

(c) Write down three months which

starts with letter J.

(i)………………………………….

(ii)………………………………….

(iii)………………………………….

31.  The table below shows the list of 

        prices for items.

                  ITEMS

       A kilogram of rice           Sh.  2000

       A loaf of bread                Sh. 1500

       A bar of soap                  Sh. 3000

       A kilogram of sugar        Sh. 2000

(a) What is the cheapest item on the list?

(b)  How much does Joan spend on 

       buying 2kg of rice?

(c)  How much does a loaf of bread and 

      a bar of soap cost?

32.  Work out:

       (a)              +  5     =    6

     (b)               -  2   =    4
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    (c)               ÷    3     =   2

                                   **The End. **

 

   

    


